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Dear Reader, 

As you probably now know, my name is Chris MacIntosh and I’m a professional macro 
investor.  After spending my early years at investment banks in London and NYC, I set 
out to pursue asymmetric returns with my own capital.  First trading currencies for my 
own account, then founding a real estate trading and investment firm which I liquidated 
in its entirety in late 2006 providing a 60x ROI over 4 years. Identifying the global 
capital shifts favouring early stage venture capital I began investing in early stage 
private equity deals and then co-founded and ran a venture capital business, investing 
$35 million into 30 early stage private companies. 

What I’ve learned over the last 20 years in finance, is that identifying massive shifts in 
global capital markets early on and positioning oneself to benefit from the 
consequences has been a successful strategy. 

With all that said, I believe that nothing compares to what lies ahead of us both in 
terms of opportunity as well as risk. It is, in a word, “extraordinary”.  

I’ve been documenting these opportunities over the last few years on the blog and I 
feel more strongly about the trends now in motion than anything I’ve ever witnessed in 
my professional career. So much so that in October of 2016, the Insider subscription was 
launched, as was my institutional fund (trading the same ideas but for large clients). 

This note isn’t to discuss the fund as that is only open to accredited investors but rather 
to address some common questions we get about Insider. In this letter you’ll find four 
things.  

1. Frequently Asked Questions - what is Insider, who is it for, what does it cost etc. 

2. A breakdown of the 35.25% return we have achieved for subscribers since launching 

3. An example of one of our trade alerts that was sent to subscribers in October ‘16 

4. Real feedback from current customers 

5. A recap of what is included in the subscription and how to buy 

Finally, I would like to clarify an important point:  

The reason I set up Insider was not to make money selling subscriptions.  

I’ve recognised over the years that building networks has been an enormous help to me 
and my career, and has made me a lot more money than simply investing. 

I’m in the fortunate position not to be financially dependent on sales of Insider. What is 
important to me is finding like-minded investors who want to master the art of 
asymmetry, and who will be a good addition to the current bunch of rogue mavericks 
already signed up.  

If that is you, skip the below and signup already! 

Sincerely, 
Chris 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http://www.businessinsider.com/tony-robbins-paul-tudor-jones-investing-strategy-asymmetric-risk-reward-2016-6
http://capitalistexploits.at/market-insights


CAPITALIST EXPLOITS “INSIDER” FAQs 

What is Insider? 
It’s a subscription service where you pay to get my exclusive trading ideas to act on, 
where the risk is low relative to the potential rewards which can be enormous. I send 
you “alerts” - PDFs that are walkthroughs of trades and the rationale behind why I am 
suggesting the idea, to the due diligence my team and I have done, to the actual 
instructions on placing the individual trades and what to expect, performance-wise. 

What does it cost? 
$949 currently buys you an annual subscription. Over the course of the year this will 
work out to less than a full service will charge you per trade. The price is going up to 
$1,200 when I get around to changing it on the website. 

What do I get, exactly? 
You get a minimum two trade alerts per month (usually a lot more, depending on what 
is taking place in various markets), you get a weekly summary email of important macro 
events that are driving our investing decisions, and you get a bunch of bonus reports 
and so forth. I provide as much bonus material as I can along the way. 

Do I need a minimum amount of investment capital for it to be worth it?  
We cast a very wide net with the investment opportunities we provide. Some of the 
opportunities involve levels of sophistication consistent with sophisticated professional 
investors and at the same time we endeavour to provide multiple ways to execute on 
opportunities thereby making available opportunities to retail investors who are 
unfamiliar with trading strategies and markets. These may be by way of ETFs or simple 
stock purchasers which any person with a brokerage account can participate in. Clearly 
the greater your net worth and the greater your understanding of and subsequent 
comfort with the opportunities provided, the more financial value you are likely to 
derive. Even if you’re not quite at the financial level you would like to achieve Insider 
will allow you to turbo charge your knowledge building right now. 

What assets/instruments are you using?  
The majority of our trades are either equities (ETFs/Indexes included) or options 
contracts on equities. Nothing too sophisticated, and there are instructions on how to 
trade each idea, including brokerages and the like. We also have special reports 
designed to educate you on anything (e.g. bitcoin, long-dated call options etc.) that 
might helpful. I’m also here to answer questions. 

What is your process for finding opportunities?  
Our investment alerts are typically sourced from within our global network of 
colleagues, many of whom are investment legends. At times they may be a direct idea 
from one particular fund manager while at other times they may be a culmination of 
many ideas from multiple sources. We speak regularly with investment professionals in 
many niches, whether it be commodities traders, FX traders, hedge fund managers, 
global risk consultants, military experts and policy makers. All of these sources help us 
to narrow down the opportunities best fitting this service. Opportunities are sourced 
and provided when the opportunities exist and not on any timetable. After all it would 
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serve neither of us if we dished out alerts like candy at a 5 year olds party! We’d all get 
fat and gain zero nutrition. 

Why are you selling a subscription if you’re running a fund and making money?  
As mentioned, much of my success has come from knowing incredibly bright people 
that I can go to for stress testing ideas and so forth. If you’ve listened to my podcast 
you’ll know what I mean. Insider is a way of engaging with readers who are serious 
about becoming sharp investors via profiting from asymmetry. For anything to have 
longevity I believe it should be built to be sustainable and indeed a service which costs 
me hundreds of thousands of dollars to put together would be far less sustainable run 
as a philanthropic exercise. 

If you are generating great returns and managing a fund, why are you making your 
trades public? 
There have been cases of subscribers copying my stuff and sending it out on the 
interwebpipes. That’s life; I find out about it via people mentioning it to me and those 
customers get banned. In a way it’s a good sign because the most sincere form of 
flattery is when someone copies you. With regards to the fund, I’m actively managing 
the money of my clients, so it’s a whole different type of service, even if based on the 
same ideas. 

What if I’m an accredited investor (worth over $1m or earn $300,000 per year)? 
Insider will be great for you, especially if you manage your own capital. I also have 
other products for you… please get in touch with me personally to discuss. 

What if I manage money for other people… can I still buy Insider and use its content? 
Yes, but please contact me personally prior to purchasing. 

What if I work for a fund who is interested in your ideas?  
Contact me personally. 

OK, say I subscribe… am I locked in, or can I cancel at any time?  
After you purchase Insider, your membership is set to renew automatically after 12 
months for the purchase price, but you can cancel the renewal at any time. If you are 
unhappy with the content or you feel that the content is simply not the right thing for 
you, you can always get a refund up to 30 days from the date of purchase. A few weeks 
before your renewal is due, we will send you a reminder with instructions on how to 
cancel your membership should you wish to. If you forget to cancel and your 
membership renews without you wanting to continue it, you can cancel and get a 
refund up to 30 days after the renewal. 

OK, but what’s the price after 12 months - are you going to be sneaky and raise it? 
No, the renewal price of your membership is exactly the same as the initial price you 
are paying today. Even when we raise the price in the future, your savings will be locked 
in for eternity. 

Do you do discounts? 
Nope. So please don’t ask. 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ALERTS PERFORMANCE
Period: Sep ’16 - Jan ‘17

This table is a screenshot from one of our equity trading accounts where we place $1,000 on all trades we 
recommend to our subscribers, to illustrate exactly what the Insider subscription has delivered so far. 
These trades were placed between September 2016 and January 2017 and have generated a 35.25% re-
turn so far.
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TRADE ALERT EXAMPLE 
At the time of publishing this document, this investment is up 187.5%
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INSIDER FEEDBACK 

“Just thought that I would give some feedback on the insider service - I've been blown 
away by the quality and sophistication of the content. The eurodollar and euribor trades 
are a skill-set and thinking that I would never have access to, the learning curve I've 
been on over the last couple of weeks has been a steep but very rewarding one.” 

“I'm currently onsite at the "bankrupt Mongolian coal miner”.  Love your work and keep it 
up. The information I receive from Insider is an extremely enjoyable form of education 
for me in subject matter I would have previously just turned the page on.” 

“Thanks for your stuff. I’ve been investing in some of the alerts and I’m 90% up.” 

GENERAL FEEDBACK 
“I am the CIO of **** where we manage a long short global macro fund, and was 
introduced to your work by one of my analysts. If you ever need someone to bounce 
ideas off please don’t hesitate to reach out. Your recent work on the crisis in Europe is 
the most cogent brilliantly written piece of analysis I’ve read and as I’m sure you’re 
aware we regularly buy research for tens of thousands of dollars which doesn’t come 
close to what you’re providing. You can get a hold of me on ******. I would love to speak 
with you.” 

“Hello Chris .. you are a breath of high-quality fresh air in a sea of algae infested swamp 
(aka the Internet & Investing). Specifically, your recent intro to Mongolia Mining has 
provided exactly the type investment I enjoy conducting diligence on .. thank you! In 
this same post re: MMC, you indicated the near-term launch of a service to provide 
“asymmetric investment opportunities” .. pls note, I would be grateful to have the 
opportunity to consider being a client of this service .. many thanks for your passion, 
effort and insight to date ..” 

“I have to say your understanding of macro-economics and behavioural psychology 
together are truly extraordinary. I’ve never seen the two combined in the way you 
manage to bring it all together. I’ve gone back and read many posts from the last year 
and I dare say if I’d known about you I’d have saved myself quite a bit of money. Please 
keep up the great work and passion you clearly have.” 

“I owe you a debt of gratitude. After losing so much money with half a dozen newsletter 
services I found your website and over the last 2 years have made more money than 
from any other service and all for free. If you ever offer a paid service I’ll buy it without 
question because I already owe you.” 
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INTERESTED IN BECOMING  
AN INSIDER?  

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE 

Access to ideas that have come from my 
network - some of the smartest and  
most successful traders in the world 

Alerts on exactly the same trades I am  
making for the institutional fund I manage 

Guidance on how to execute on the ideas in 
multiple ways, to suit your situation 

In-depth investment reports. So far these include 
an introduction to trading Options and Bitcoin 

Weekly market analysis - a roundup of the week’s 
most important macro events, especially those  

impacting trades 

30 days to try the product risk free. Email us 
within 30 days if you are not happy with  
the product and we’ll refund your money  

no questions asked. 

$949 / Year 

GET IT HERE 
https://capitalistexploits.at/register/insider-949/

https://capitalistexploits.at/register/insider-949/
https://capitalistexploits.at/register/insider-949/


Disclaimer 

Capitalist Exploits is not intended to render investment advice.  None of the principles of Capex Administrative Ltd or Chris MacIntosh are 
licensed as financial professionals, brokers, bankers or even candlestick makers in any jurisdiction, anywhere on this big ball of dirt. We do NOT 
know your individual situation, and you should always consult with your attorneys, accountants, financial planners, and those sanctioned to 
provide you with advice. DO YOUR OWN DUE DILIGENCE. 

Look around you. All investments carry risk and since this site discusses investments absolutely EVERYTHING discussed carries risk. Like a bad 
marriage certain investments can lead to you losing 100% of your capital and maybe more if you are stupid and use margin, your credit card, 
mortgage, or borrow money from Joey down at the tavern, to make your investments. If you’re so inclined to do so then I strongly suggest you put 
down the scissors and go read a different website because you have problems I’m not going to be able to help you with. 

But seriously… 

Capex Administrative LTD – parent company of CapitalistExploits.at is not a registered investment advisor or broker/dealer. Readers are advised 
that the material contained herein should be used solely for informational purposes. Neither CapitalistExploits.at, Capex Administrative LTD 
purport to tell or suggest which investment securities members or readers should buy or sell for themselves. Readers, subscribers, site users and 
anyone reading material published by the above mentioned entities should always conduct their own research and due diligence and obtain 
professional advice before making any investment decision. Capex Administrative LTD, it’s principles and employees cannot and will not be liable 
for any loss or damage caused by a reader’s reliance on information obtained in any of our posts, newsletters, special reports, email 
correspondence, memberships or on this website. Like us, readers are solely responsible for their own investment decisions. 

The information contained herein does not constitute a representation by Capex Administrative LTD or CapitalistExploits.at or a solicitation for 
the purchase or sale of securities. Our opinions and analyses are based on sources believed to be reliable and are written in good faith, but no 
representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. All information contained in our newsletters or on 
our website should be independently verified with the companies and individuals mentioned. The editor and publisher are not responsible for 
errors or omissions. 

Capex Administrative LTD may receive compensation from time to time from the companies or individuals that may be mentioned in our 
newsletters, special reports or on our web site. If compensation is received we will indicate that compensation in the post or the content, or on 
this website within this “disclaimer.” You should assume a conflict of interest when compensation is received and proceed accordingly. 

Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. Owners, employees and writers may hold positions in the securities that are 
discussed in our newsletters, reports or on our website.  Owners, employees and writers reserve the right to buy and sell securities mentioned on 
this website without providing notice of such purchases and sales. You should assume that if a company is discussed on this website, in a special 
report or in a newsletter or alert, that the principals of Capex Administrative LTD have purchased shares, or will make an investment in the future 
in said company. 

If you have a question as to what we own and when, we are happy to fully-disclose any and all interests to our readers. 

© Copyright 2017 by Capitalist Exploits


